A Virtual Private Cloud Case Study
Integrated Design Inc (IDI) is a SaaS based data integration company based in Ann Arbor, Mich., that provides data
integration and customized solutions that connect hundreds of time and attendance, human resources, ERP and
payroll applications. For more than 30 years, Integrated Design’s integration solutions have enabled more than 25,000
clients across North America to automate their unique business rules and pay policies by providing extensive industry
domain knowledge, software development expertise, and business process experience.

THE PROBLEM
In 2010, Integrated Design realized their in-house
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THE SOLUTION
After researching several providers, Integrated Design selected OTAVA’s virtual private cloud for its
unparalleled ability to deliver high performance and rapid response times, and scale easily on demand. All of
OTAVA’s clouds are also fully managed, including troubleshooting, patch management and proactive server
remediation for any issues that arise. Integrated Design’s cloud layered on an extra level of protection with
offsite backup to OTAVA’s Indianapolis site.
They also utilize OTAVA’s Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) to ensure quick recovery if the worst
should happen. However, the company also uses this service in a unique way.
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“ We’re actually using our DR servers as a way to do quick final tests of

our software releases before going live. This has worked really well for us
because we get to put the disaster recovery through its paces to make
sure it will work in a real emergency and we get an added safeguard to
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CONCLUSION
With OTAVA, Integrated Design has the secure and highly available cloud environment they were looking for and
can confidently assure their customers that their data is well protected. They added a unique component to their
environment in DRaaS to ensure they can quickly fail over if their production servers go down and test out major
system updates before they are released to the public. With this combination of services, Integrated Design is in a
strong position for future growth.

OTAVA is the Midwest’s leader in secure, compliant hybrid cloud, colocation, disaster recovery and offsite
backup services. The company’s network of five data centers protect mission critical applications to
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ensure they are always available, secure and comply with government and industry regulations. Backed by
independent HIPAA, PCI, SSAE 16, EU-US Privacy Shield, and SOC 2 audits, OTAVA delivers exceptional
experiences for companies in need of a strategic hosting partner.

